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The Power of Sorcery Is Limitless. In the golden days of the First Age, the Exalted mastered the

secrets of sorcery - the art of reshaping Creation iteself through Essence and force of will. They

conjured diamonds from the air and rode across the sky in burning chariots. But the Age of Splendor

is no more, and now, all that remains are fragments of that knowledge. Can you reclaim the heritage

of power that is yours?Can You Rise to the Challenge of Mastery? The Book of Three Circles

details the intracacies of sorcery in the world of Exalted. The book details over 100 spells from all

three circles of magic. It also provides rules and information on Demesnes, Manses, Hearthstones

and the creation of spells and magic items, including warstriders - the rare and powerful war

machines of the First Age.
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White wolf claims that this book is out of print for a reason, its because a lot of the material is

out-dated with the rules at that point, very flaccid and yeilding. but other then that noise, its a really

cool book and it contains alot of very good magics and spells,it also the very first book that took a

semi-close look at warstriders so its really cool. its also gives a pretty good look at

manses,artifacts,heartstones, and some other crap that escapes my memory. if your a fan of all the

first edition exhalted released books, this is a good one, with a lot of cool early exhalted

artwork.have fun and happy shoppen



It's true that the core Exalted book was kind of light on the magic - this book makes up for that! The

Book of 3 Circles is a combination spell compendium and collection of hearthstones and artifacts. It

also presents a good deal of background on creating new spells, artifacts, and Manses. I highly

recommend this to any who play Exalted.
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